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Biden Falsely Claims Civil Rights Activism Again — False
Memories, a Symptom of Dementia, Could Be the Reason

AP Images

Conservative Twitter exploded again
yesterday when President Joe Biden
delivered one of his customary tall tales.

This time, Biden, a Catholic, regaled the
worthies at Ebenezer Baptist Church in
Atlanta, Georgia, with yet another I’m-black-
like-you yarn, this one to honor Martin
Luther King Day. The octogenarian
president claimed he attended a black
church after he went to morning Mass
during his deep involvement in the Civil
Rights movement.

But Biden never did any such thing. Just as
he was never arrested either at a civil rights
march or while trying to visit communist
terrorist Nelson Mandela.

The claim might not be a lie. It could be a false memory, a common symptom of those with dementia.

Biden: "I used to go to 7:30 mass every morning in high school and then in college, before I
went to the Black church. Not a joke." (Not a thing he ever did)
pic.twitter.com/1iz2AgPt26

— Greg Price (@greg_price11) January 15, 2023

No Joke!

“Let’s lay one thing to rest,” Biden said. “I may be a practicing Catholic — we used to go to 7:30 mass
every morning, in high school and going into college, before I went to the Black church. (Laughter.) Not
a joke.”

In fact, it was a joke, like the rest of his yarn: 

But we used to — that’s where we’d organize to march to desegregate the city. My state
was, like yours, segregated by law. We were a slave state, to our great shame. And we had a
lot of leftovers of the bad things that come from that period of time. 

Biden also claimed the Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. “was a nonviolent warrior for justice who
followed the word and the way of His Lord and His Savior.”

In fact, King was not, theologically speaking, a Christian. He denied the 12 articles of faith, as The New
American reported of King’s “papers,” which lie in hallowed repose at Stanford University.

That fact aside, this is at least the second time Biden claimed he attended a black church after Mass,
Breitbart observed. He said the same thing a month before his supposed victory in the 2020 election:
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I’d go to 8 o’clock Mass, then I’d go to Reverend Herring’s church where we’d meet in order
to organize and figure where we were going to go, whether we were going to desegregate
the Rialto movie theater or what we were going to do.

In December 2021, he claimed he “helped desegregate restaurants and theaters.”

Biden, today: I helped “desegregate restaurants and movie theaters.”

Biden, 1987: “I was not an activist…I was not out marching. I was not down in Selma. I was
not anywhere else.” pic.twitter.com/0aIPribvvH

— RNC Research (@RNCResearch) December 17, 2021

Also last year, in October, he claimed he was “involved” in the movement.

WATCH: While at the MLK memorial, Joe Biden claims he was “involved” in the civil rights
movement.

That’s completely false.

Biden admitted in 1987: “I was not an activist…I was not out marching. I was not down in
Selma.” pic.twitter.com/C90Z2DdwZ3

— RNC Research (@RNCResearch) October 21, 2021

BIDEN TODAY: “I got involved in the civil rights movement.”

BIDEN IN 1987: “I was not an activist…I was not out marching. I was not down in Selma.”
pic.twitter.com/QG6UQQ2A7a

— RNC Research (@RNCResearch) October 19, 2021

A month before that, he said came “out of the civil rights movement.”

During an event today, Joe Biden again lied and claimed that he came "out of the civil rights
movement" in Delaware during the 1960s

Biden made this up and has repeated it multiple times over the years

It's simply not true pic.twitter.com/qtI7K5YjWP

— Zach Parkinson (@AZachParkinson) September 2, 2021

And the latest retellings continue a 40-year tradition of trying to hornswoggle blacks.

During his 1988 campaign for president, he claimed he was a marcher even as he admitted that he
didn’t march: “I was not an activist.… I was not out marching. I was not down in Selma.”
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CNN calling out #Biden for his lies about marching in the #CivilRights Movement on this
#MLKDay2023

1988 presidential political campaign… “He lied to voters, according to the NYT’s, about
having marched in the Civil Rights Movement.”#BidenLies #BidenBorderCrisis
#BidenLaptop pic.twitter.com/Pd1tvliXaK

— Sue Knows Best (@sues86453) January 16, 2023

Other recent whoppers include Biden’s recalling his days as a truck driver. “I used to drive an 18-
wheeler, man.”

No, he didn’t.

False Memories

But that doesn’t mean Biden is lying, the way he lied about his background in 1987, at 45 years old,
during his first ill-fated run for the White House. But back then he didn’t have dementia. Now,
apparently, he does. 

If so, his repeatedly peddling falsehood could be false memories, a common symptom of dementia and
the “other side of forgetting,” as Boston University’s medical school observed in a report.

“Using a novel false memory questionnaire, researchers at the VA Boston Healthcare System were able
to compare forgetting and false memories,” the report says:

They found that false memories were incredibly common—almost as common as forgetting.
They also found that the frequency of both false memories and forgetting increased as the
patients’ cognition decreased. Given how common they are, the researchers are now
working to understand the clinical impact of false memories in daily life. The novel false
memory questionnaire they developed may be a valuable tool for clinicians and researchers.

Detailed analyses of the data showed that, whereas the forgetting prevalence ranged from
69 to 96 percent in individuals with Alzheimer’s disease, the false memory prevalence
ranged from 53 to 90 percent. In mild cognitive impairment forgetting ranged from 25 to 80
percent and false memories from 7 to 64 percent. In healthy older adults forgetting ranged
from 11 to 46 percent and false memories from 7 to 33 percent. Lastly, family members
were less likely to know about how often their loved ones experienced false memories
compared to forgetting, suggesting that false memories may be even more prevalent than
reported here.

Another sign of Biden’s cognitive slide is his bizarre statements.

Discussing China-virus vaccines with CNN’s leftist talker Don Lemon, a pro-Biden homosexual, Biden
mumbled something about the “man on the moon” and “whether those aliens are here or not” after he
asked the clearly uncomfortable host whether he was vaccinated.

Joe Biden rambles: "Whether or not there's a man on the moon" pic.twitter.com/ljNkOXn91N

— RNC Research (@RNCResearch) July 22, 2021
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During the 2020 campaign, influential leftists and Democrats knew that Biden — who turned 80 in
November and was born when the second Battle of El Alamein ended during World War II — had
dementia, as The New American reported.

They claimed he was “sundowning,” another symptom of dementia, and that “Democratic insiders know
Biden has cognitive decline issues. They joke about it. They don’t care.”

Leftist Ted Rall put it bluntly: “Democrats are conspiring to gaslight the American people by
engineering the election of a man clearly suffering from dementia.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Battle_of_El_Alamein
https://thenewamerican.com/biden-sorry-for-saying-real-blacks-don-t-vote-for-trump-is-cognitive-ability-waning/?utm_source=_pdf
https://thenewamerican.com/biden-sorry-for-saying-real-blacks-don-t-vote-for-trump-is-cognitive-ability-waning/?utm_source=_pdf
https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/alzheimers-disease/expert-answers/sundowning/faq-20058511#:~:text=The%20term%20%22sundowning%22%20refers%20to,Sundowning%20isn't%20a%20disease.
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.
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and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.
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